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Abstract  10 

Preservation of biodiversity is a central goal of conservation management, yet the conditions that 11 

promote persistence may differ for the species in the community. For systems subject to 12 

stochastic disturbances such as fire, understanding which management practices promote 13 

persistence for all species in a community is complex. Before deciding on the best course of 14 

action an objective must be specified. Yet an overarching goal of species persistence can be 15 

specified into a measureable objective many different ways. We investigated four alternative 16 

management objectives for maximizing species persistence that use common biodiversity 17 

indices: i) attaining the minimally acceptable mix of successional vegetation states to support 18 

species’ relative abundances, ii) maximizing the arithmetic mean abundance of species, iii) 19 

maximizing the geometric mean abundance of species and iv) minimizing the average extinction 20 

risk of species. We used stochastic dynamic programming to model successional changes in 21 

vegetation in the presence of both planned and unplanned fires, and utilize an extensive data set 22 

on the occurrence of birds, reptiles and small mammals in different successional states in semi-23 

arid Australia. We investigated the influence the choice of objective function and taxonomic 24 

focus has on the optimal fire management recommendations. We also evaluated a recent hazard 25 

reduction policy to annually burn a fixed amount of the landscape and compare results to the 26 

optimal solution. The optimal management strategy to maximize species persistence over a 100-27 

year period is predominantly to minimize wildfires. This is because the majority of species are 28 

more likely to occur in intermediate and late-successional vegetation. However the optimal 29 

solution showed sensitivity to the objective and the species included in the analysis. These 30 

results highlight the need for careful consideration when specifying an objective to represent 31 

overarching conservation goals. Using the extinction risk objective, we show that a policy to 32 
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annually burn 5% of the landscape could increase the average probability of extinction for the 33 

modelled species by 7% over the next 100 years compared to the optimal management scenario. 34 

 35 
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Introduction 38 

Conservation management aims to preserve biological diversity, yet the conditions that promote 39 

persistence may differ among the species in the community (Margules and Pressey 2000) and 40 

management objectives may be specified in many different ways. Thus, the best management 41 

action to take now to ensure the preservation of species into the future can be complex, possibly 42 

unintuitive and difficult to identify. This is especially pertinent for systems subject to large 43 

stochastic disturbances such as unplanned fires that can profoundly change the state of the 44 

landscape. 45 

Inappropriate fire regimes are a key threatening process for species persistence (Driscoll 46 

et al. 2010). A dominant paradigm for maintaining biological diversity in fire-prone 47 

environments is ‘pyrodiversity begets biodiversity’, where the broad objective is to create a 48 

dynamic mosaic of vegetation patches throughout the landscape. The underlying assumption is 49 

that increasing variability in fire regime characteristics will support the needs of multiple species 50 

with diverse habitat requirements (Martin and Sapsis 1992, Parr and Andersen 2006). This 51 

assumes that the structure and availability of resources is affected by the post-fire successional 52 

state of the vegetation. Although a uniform fire regime will clearly not suit all species, the 53 

benefit of arbitrarily adding variability into a landscape is questionable without a clear 54 

understanding of the effects on the biota. 55 

The degree to which fire is used as a management tool to support community diversity 56 

ought to be intrinsically connected to species’ requirements. If we assume that species will most 57 

commonly be found in areas that provide suitable habitat and resources, the probability that a 58 

species persists should increase with the area of suitable habitat. This is a reasonable assumption 59 
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when species have a relatively low probability of occurrence. Then relating species abundance in 60 

successional vegetation ages to the proportion of area covered by the different vegetation ages 61 

presents a means of defining the most suitable age structure of the vegetation, in relation to time 62 

since last fire, for the species in question (McCarthy 2012, Kelly et al. in press). When this 63 

information is summarized over multiple species, the optimal vegetation age structure for the 64 

community can be identified (McCarthy 2012). Despite the ability to manipulate the vegetation 65 

age structure using standard fire management strategies, such as lighting fires (prescribed 66 

burning) or minimizing (fighting) wildfire extent (Keeley and Fotheringham 2001a), the question 67 

of how to attain and then retain an optimal age structure for different species is complex and 68 

unintuitive. This is especially true when accounting for the dynamics of vegetation succession 69 

and stochastic wildfire regimes. 70 

Richards et al. (1999) used stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) to determine optimal 71 

fire management in the face of succession and unplanned fires. SDP, a formal mathematical 72 

approach to decision theory, can assist decision-makers by requiring explicitly-stated objectives 73 

and by accounting for uncertainty in system dynamics when identifying the best strategy from a 74 

set of competing strategies (Mangel and Clark 1988). The method requires: representing the 75 

system as a series of mutually exclusive alternative states and identifying the processes that 76 

govern the transition of the system between the states; a decision model of alternative 77 

management strategies that alter the rate in which the system changes state; a management 78 

objective formalized as an objective function; and a solution technique, such as backwards 79 

iteration, to identify the optimal state-dependent management strategies over a finite time 80 

horizon (Mangel and Clark 1988, Possingham et al. 2001, Marescot et al. 2013). Richards et al. 81 

(1999) specified a management objective to attain a landscape vegetation age structure with at 82 
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least 20% of the area in each of three successional states. However, this objective does not link 83 

directly to the persistence of species in the community. Further, the objective to equally represent 84 

all successional states implies that vegetation in each state is equally important. The objective is 85 

essentially based on the pyrodiversity begets biodiversity paradigm, which has been questioned 86 

(Parr and Andersen 2006) because some successional states are more important for particular 87 

taxa (Kelly et al. 2012, Taylor et al. 2012). 88 

A benefit of the SDP approach is that the objective needs to be stated explicitly and needs 89 

to be measureable; however, an overarching goal of species persistence can be specified as a 90 

measureable management objective in many different ways. For example, an objective may 91 

measure species persistence in terms of available habitat area, abundance, or probability of 92 

extinction. The importance of how management objectives are specified and their underlying 93 

biases has been addressed in conservation planning (Hof and Raphael 1993, Williams and Araujo 94 

2000, Nicholson and Possingham 2006) and species conservation (McCarthy et al. 2008), yet 95 

despite the integral role of management objectives in fire planning they have not been 96 

systematically compared. 97 

Data on multiple species in a community is commonly unavailable because it is too 98 

difficult or expensive to collect. Instead management decisions are often based on indicator 99 

species or taxa (Landres et al. 1988) which have been widely adopted as surrogates for the state 100 

of the system for other species or taxa (Landres et al. 1988). Birds are commonly used as an 101 

indicator for ecosystem health as they are well studied and have detailed data (Brooks et al. 102 

2001, Rodrigues and Brooks 2007). Yet management planning that uses data for only one taxon 103 

may have negative repercussions for community persistence if other species and taxa require 104 

different habitat. 105 
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Multiple objectives commonly underpin fire management decisions, so contentions can 106 

arise due to competing priorities to mitigate risks to human life and assets versus meeting 107 

ecological objectives (Hesseln 2000, Gibbons et al. 2012). In the aftermath of large wildfires, 108 

more prescribed burning is often advocated to reduce the impact of future fires (Penman et al. 109 

2011). However, prescribed burning has generated considerable debate within the public and 110 

scientific domains due to uncertainty surrounding its ability to effectively reduce the size, rate of 111 

spread and intensity of future fires (Keeley and Fotheringham 2001b, Fernandes and Botelho 112 

2003, Moritz et al. 2004, Gibbons et al. 2012). Also, the potential risks posed to biodiversity 113 

from increased prescribed burning programs have seldom been quantified (but see Bradstock et 114 

al. 1998). 115 

Kelly et al. (in press) presented a framework for fire management decision-making that 116 

links species distribution models, biodiversity indices and decision models. In this study we 117 

build on this framework by asking if the goal of maximizing the persistence of species, using the 118 

optimal vegetation age class structure for the community, is influenced by the way the 119 

management objective is specified. We adapt the model of Richards et al. (1999) and investigate 120 

four alternate specifications of a management objective to maximize community abundance i) 121 

attaining a minimally acceptable mix of successional vegetation states to support species’ 122 

relative abundances (sensu Richards et al. 1999), ii) maximizing the arithmetic mean abundance 123 

of species, iii) maximizing the geometric mean abundance of species and iv) minimizing 124 

extinction risk using an index based on the geometric mean abundance of species (McCarthy et 125 

al. 2014). We test both the arithmetic mean and geometric mean as these are standard measures 126 

of central tendency, yet with different properties. The arithmetic mean combines values on an 127 

additive scale thereby rendering it relatively insensitive to small values, such as the low 128 
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probability of occurrence of the less common species, yet highly sensitive to large outlying 129 

values, such that one very common species can exert undue influence upon the mean. Whereas, 130 

as the geometric mean combines values on a multiplicative scale, the mean is less susceptible to 131 

extreme values and therefore more sensitive to all species requirements. 132 

The objectives use biodiversity indices to calculate the optimal vegetation age structure 133 

(McCarthy 2012) based on data for 22 vertebrates (birds, reptiles and small mammals) within the 134 

Murray Sunset National Park, a semi-arid mallee conservation reserve in southeastern Australia. 135 

The four objectives are evaluated in terms of their influence upon the resultant optimal fire 136 

management strategies. 137 

To better understand whether strategies based upon only one taxon reflect priorities for 138 

other taxa we also investigate the influence specific taxonomic groups have upon the optimal fire 139 

management strategy. We separately model data for birds and reptiles. We also explore the effect 140 

of annual prescribed burning targets on species persistence to assess a recent policy to implement 141 

fuel reduction burns to 5% per annum of the public estate in southeastern Australia (Teague et al. 142 

2010). The policy was devised in response to severe wildfires in 2009 that were associated with 143 

significant loss of human life, but was not directly related to the requirements of species within 144 

the different ecosystems across the region. 145 

Methods  146 

Case Study: Vertebrate diversity in semi-arid Australia 147 

Murray Sunset National Park (MSNP) is a large conservation reserve (633, 000 ha) in the semi-148 

arid mallee region of southern Australia. The presence of many threatened and endangered small 149 

mammal and bird species makes this an important region for biodiversity (Garnett and Crowley 150 
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2000, Brown et al. 2009) and a model system for exploring fire management strategies due to its 151 

naturally occurring fire and species with diverse habitat requirements. The reserve is composed 152 

of predominantly mallee vegetation; open woodland characterised by a canopy of resprouting 153 

shrubby multi-stemmed Eucalyptus trees (<10 m) and an understory dominated by the perennial 154 

hummock grass Triodia scariosa, by multiple species of the Chenopodiaceae, or heathy shrubs. 155 

The focus of this analysis is the Triodia mallee which covers approximately half the reserve 156 

(Haslem et al. 2011) and provides important habitat for many native animals (birds, reptiles and 157 

small mammals) that utilize resources and structural elements such as T. scariosa hummocks, 158 

tree hollows, litter and decorticating bark whose development is influenced by time since last fire 159 

(Bradstock and Cohn 2002, Kelly et al. 2011, Watson et al. 2012, Nimmo et al. 2012). The direct 160 

impact of fire upon the local fauna varies. For fire-sensitive species, the lack of specific 161 

resources in the early post-fire environment can induce population crashes, or movement out of 162 

the area, with recolonization rates dependent on resources that are often only available once the 163 

system has recovered to a particular successional vegetation state (Driscoll and Henderson 2008, 164 

Watson et al. 2012). 165 

Wildfire from lightning strikes is a natural disturbance in the mallee. Although fires have 166 

a propensity to be small (< 5% of the reserve), large fires occur infrequently and can profoundly 167 

alter the state of the reserve. In the last forty years the MSNP has experienced two fires greater 168 

than 100 000 ha (>15% of the reserve; Appendix A). As fire removes both canopy and 169 

understorey of Triodia mallee the vegetation structure varies markedly with time since fire 170 

(Bradstock and Cohn 2002, Haslem et al. 2011). 171 

System & decision models 172 
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We represent the system as a Markov chain of vegetation succession, whereby transition to a 173 

future state depends only on the current state of the system. Based on the availability of key 174 

structural habitat features we allocate the vegetation of the system into three age classes which 175 

correspond to distinct successional states: early (0-10 yrs), characterised by bare ground with 176 

small coppicing Eucalytus spp. and post-fire ephemerals; intermediate (11-35 yrs) by high cover 177 

of T. scariosa, and late (36-110 yrs) by the presence of larger trees with decorticating bark and 178 

the progressive development of tree hollows. The system dynamics are the same as described by 179 

Richards et al. (1999) but with parameters values matching the MSNP. To characterize the state 180 

of the vegetation within the reserve, we modelled the reserve as a collection of 20 equal sized 181 

sites (site  17 000 ha), with each site classified as either early (E), intermediate (M) or late (L) 182 

successional. The state of the reserve is then described by the number of sites in each 183 

successional state, which can take any combination of the three mutually exclusive vegetation 184 

states giving a total of S = 231 states. For a reserve in state j, the number of sites present in each 185 

of the three vegetation states is denoted Ej, Mj and Lj; where Ej + Mj + Lj are constrained to sum 186 

to 20. The processes of succession and fire govern changes in the successional composition of 187 

the reserve (Fig. 1). In the absence of fire, the succession transition probabilities (sj,k) from early 188 

to intermediate, and intermediate to late, are calculated as the reciprocal of the average number 189 

of years spent in the younger successional age. A change of state is conditional on the number of 190 

sites in each successional age in the previous year (state k) and the following year (state j). 191 

Wildfire is modelled as the probability of burning x% of the reserve in each annual time-step. 192 

The spatially implicit nature of the model means that fires are assumed to occur randomly across 193 

the landscape. A fire matrix was constructed where sites are considered either entirely burnt or 194 

unburnt and all burnt sites revert to early successional vegetation regardless of their successional 195 
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state prior to the fire event. To determine the annual probability of wildfire we created a 196 

frequency distribution of Triodia mallee fire scars from 1972-2011 (Appendix B, Fig. B1) using 197 

data converted from satellite imagery by Avitabile et al. (2013) (Appendix A, Fig. A1). The 198 

wildfire frequency distribution was modified to approximate the situation where wildfires are left 199 

to burn unhindered (no management) and wildfires are actively minimized (fight); details are 200 

provided in Appendix B. The probability of wildfire at a site was modelled as constant through 201 

time, thus all successional states were assigned equal fire hazard. This implies that wildfire is 202 

just as likely to occur in early successional vegetation as it is in intermediate or late successional 203 

vegetation. As the model is spatially implicit, the occurrence of fire in one site does not influence 204 

the probability of fire occurring in surrounding sites. The elements (fj,k,) of the fire matrix are the 205 

probabilities the reserve moves from state k to state j during the year, conditional upon the 206 

number of sites in intermediate and late successional states in the previous year and following 207 

year multiplied by the annual probability of wildfire under either of the two scenarios. The 208 

succession and fire matrices are then multiplied to form a transition matrix which represents the 209 

probability the reserve will be in state j next year given it was in state k the previous year, Tj,k = 210 

F j,k. S j,k. 211 

We defined a set of six management strategies, , that influence how the state of the 212 

system changes: fight all wildfires to minimize the amount of area burnt and maintain the 213 

existing vegetation structure, let wildfires burn unhindered (no management) to utilize naturally 214 

occurring disturbance, or prescribed burn either 10% or 20% of intermediate or late successional 215 

vegetation to create areas of early successional vegetation and ensure the long-term supply of 216 

intermediate successional vegetation. At each time-step the six strategies are evaluated over the 217 

set of states; these are then ranked on their ability to satisfy the objective function, with one 218 
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strategy being optimal. Prescribed burns were modelled such that, the state k of the reserve after 219 

burning either n intermediate or n late successional sites is denoted as Bm(k, n) or Bl(k, n). For 220 

example, when burning intermediate successional sites the transition matrix is modified by 221 

replacing the Tj,k with Tj,Bm(k,n). This management strategy was only an option when the state of 222 

the reserve has n sites in the target successional state. Prescribed burns were implemented at the 223 

start of the model year, and wildfires can occur after the prescribed burns have been 224 

implemented. Prescribed burning of early successional Triodia mallee was not a proposed 225 

strategy as the vegetation cannot effectively carry fire at this age under conditions suitable for 226 

prescribed burning (Noble and Vines 1993). We assume that management actions are 100% 227 

effective, e.g. prescribed burns are not patchy; therefore the post-fire successional trajectory after 228 

a prescribed burn was modelled as described above for wildfire. It is likely that burn severity 229 

would be lesser under conditions suitable for prescribed fires, however as there is a lack of data 230 

to substantiate this we took a conservative approach and assumed the vegetation response to be 231 

similar (Haslem et al. 2011). 232 

Species data  233 

To characterise species response to the age class structure of the vegetation, we use empirically 234 

derived estimates of the probability of occurrence, for each of 22 species of birds, reptiles and 235 

small mammals, in each of three age-classes (E, M, L). The data were collected as part of a large 236 

project investigating the influence of fire history on the occurrence of small mammals, reptiles, 237 

birds in Triodia mallee (The Mallee Fire and Biodiversity Project: Kelly et al 2011, Nimmo et al 238 

2012, Watson et al 2012). Of the fifty-plus species that were recorded, 22 showed strong 239 

differential usage of vegetation age classes. The responses (presence/absence) of these 22 species 240 
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were modelled by Kelly et al (in press) and estimates of probability of occurrence were 241 

calculated for each of the three vegetation age classes. Of the 10 bird species modelled six 242 

reached their highest probability of occurrence in late successional vegetation, three in 243 

intermediate successional vegetation and one in early successional vegetation. For the reptiles 244 

associated with successional vegetation, four of the 11 species reached their highest probability 245 

of occurrence in early successional vegetation, four in intermediate successional vegetation, and 246 

three in late successional vegetation. Only one small mammal showed a strong fire response, 247 

attaining its highest probability of occurrence in intermediate and late successional vegetation 248 

(Table 1; see Kelly et al. in press for details). We interpret this probability as a measure of the 249 

species’ relative abundance. The species whose occurrence was invariant to successional habitat 250 

change were not included in the analysis as their requirements should be met by provision of 251 

habitat in any successional state. 252 

The average probability of occurrence (P) of species i in any state depends upon the proportion 253 

of area in each vegetation age class. For each species i and state j this probability was calculated 254 

as 255 

  (1) 

where y is the probability of species i occurrence and p is the proportion of area in either E, M or 256 

L successional vegetation.  257 

 258 

Objective functions  259 
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We specify four alternate management objectives explicitly linked to the resources required for 260 

species preservation. The objective functions identify the vertebrate community’s response to the 261 

vegetation age structure of the reserve via a biodiversity index that synthesizes the individual 262 

species responses. The objectives were calculated for all possible states of the reserve, for the 22 263 

species combined and for two taxonomic subsets of the data: birds (10 species) and reptiles (11 264 

species). 265 

1. Binary objective 266 

A relatively simple approach is to use a binary function. This classifies each state of the reserve 267 

as either nominally ‘desirable’ (value 1) or ‘undesirable’ (value 0) for species conservation. 268 

‘Desirable’ and ‘undesirable’ are defined by whether the state contains a pre-determined 269 

minimum proportion of the reserve in each successional age class (sensu Richards et al. 1999). 270 

For the objective to have relevance to the species in the community, the target minimum area in 271 

each successional state (%) was determined by numerically optimising the geometric mean 272 

probability of species’ occurrence across the three vegetation age classes (Kelly et al. in press). 273 

This method identifies the state of the reserve that jointly maximizes each species’ probability of 274 

occurrence. By iteratively cycling through the range of states (proportion of the reserve in each 275 

successional age class, E, M & L) the state that simultaneously maximizes all species’ probability 276 

of occurrence is identified. The optimised state values were 45% intermediate and 55% late for 277 

all species, 100% late for birds, and 75% intermediate and 25% late for reptiles. However, these 278 

values are approximate given error in the data and cannot easily be achieved precisely in practice 279 

given the occurrence of unplanned fires. Therefore, we specified ranges around the optimal 280 

values that were close to the optimal vegetation age structure and which we regarded as 281 
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acceptable age structures for all species (≥30% intermediate and ≥40% late), for birds (≥70% 282 

late), and for reptiles (≥50% intermediate and ≥20% late). The proportion of early vegetation was 283 

never a limiting condition, so did not influence the specification of the desirable state. 284 

The objective function ( ) for each state j of the reserve was calculated such that 285 

 

 

 
1,
0,      

 
(2) 

Where opt is the minimum area target (%) in either intermediate (M) or late (L) successional 286 

vegetation that is regarded as acceptable. 287 

2. Arithmetic mean probability of species’ occurrence 288 

The arithmetic mean of the probability of species’ occurrence is the sum of each species average 289 

probability of occurrence across the reserve divided by the total number of species (N). This is a 290 

standard measure for calculating measures of central tendency and represents the expected 291 

species richness. 292 

For each state j of the reserve the second objective function is calculated as 293 

 

  

1
 

 

(3) 

3. Geometric mean probability of species’ occurrence 294 

The geometric mean of the probability of species occurrence is calculated by taking the nth root 295 

of the product of each species probability of occurrence. This metric is sensitive to changes in 296 

the number of species, species’ abundances and community evenness; three key criteria for 297 

monitoring changes in biodiversity (Buckland et al. 2011). 298 
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For each state j of the reserve the third objective is calculated as 299 

 
 (4) 

4. Index of extinction risk  300 

This index relates the geometric mean of species’ abundances to the proportion of species going 301 

extinct within time t. This is based on the logarithm of the geometric mean of species abundance 302 

being proportional to the mean time to extinction for species undergoing exponential decline 303 

(McCarthy et al. 2014). The index is correlated with the extinction risk of plant and animal 304 

populations (McCarthy et al. 2014). Thus, it can be used to quantify how changes in abundance 305 

affect persistence and infer future risks to species populations when absolute abundances are 306 

known. To calculate this index we used the modelled occupancy data as a proxy for abundance 307 

data. 308 

The objective function for each state j of the reserve is calculated as 309 

 

1

ln ∏
 (5) 

Solution method 310 

Using Bellman’s (Bellman 1966) dynamic programming equation, the expected value of the 311 

reserve (V) for objectives 1 to 3 is calculated for each state of the system by maximizing the 312 

expected state value at each time step such that:  313 
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, , max , , 1,  (6) 

Where j and k reference the state of the reserve from 1 to S, t is the current time, Tf the terminal 314 

future year, and a of A the set of strategies to be evaluated. As objective 4 aims to minimize the 315 

extinction risk of species, the expected value of the reserve is calculated by minimizing (rather 316 

than maximizing) Eqn 6. To find the SDP solution using backward iteration requires initializing 317 

the expected value vector for all possible states of the reserve at the final time-step; this was set 318 

as V(j, Tf, Tf) = (j) for j = 1 to S. 319 

 The optimal fire management strategy was modelled over a 100-year period for each 320 

objective, for all species combined and for two taxonomic subsets: birds and reptiles. By 321 

comparing results at the final time-step we sought to identify how sensitive the optimal 322 

management strategy and the expected value of each reserve state are to the choice of objective 323 

function. We also investigate the optimal state of the system by modifying the fire frequency 324 

distribution to simulate an average inter-fire interval of 200 yrs; a scenario of very infrequent 325 

fire. Models were written in R version 3.1.0 (R Development Core Team 2013). To compare 326 

between objectives the terminal values of V were rescaled to lie between 0-1 (with 1 being best). 327 

Performance of the alternate objective functions 328 

Different objective functions can result in a different sequence of optimal management strategies 329 

through time. Therefore we used forward value-iteration to compare the values for each objective 330 

function when it followed the optimal management strategy for one of the other objective 331 

functions. In the event that each of the objectives appear equally relevant, identifying the optimal 332 

strategy that induces the least reduction in state value for all objectives can assist in determining 333 
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which strategy to implement. The starting state for simulations at t1 was the current vegetation 334 

state of the MSNP Triodia vegetation (5% early, 55% intermediate and 40% late successional 335 

vegetation). At each yearly time-step (t =1 to Tf = 100) the optimal strategy a under objective q 336 

for the current state k at time t was followed. The strategy taken at time t influences the 337 

probability the reserve will transition to any randomly selected state j at t+1. At each time-step 338 

the value of state j under each objective q was recorded. State values were scaled to lie between 339 

0-1, with 1 being optimal. Each objective-strategy combination was simulated 1000 times and 340 

the average of these taken. The values are expressed as a percentage of the value it would be if 341 

the optimal strategy identified for that objective was followed.  342 

Incorporating a fuel reduction target 343 

Annual fuel reduction targets of up to 5% of the reserve, in increments of 0.05%, were 344 

implemented by limiting the set of management strategies when the state of the reserve did not 345 

meet the target. For example, when there is a target to burn 5% of the reserve per year, this 346 

equates to a goal of having 50% of the vegetation in the early successional state (≤10 years). The 347 

50% is calculated on the basis that if  ‘early’ successional vegetation takes at least 10 years to 348 

transition to ‘intermediate’ successional vegetation then a prescribed burning target of 5% per 349 

year requires that over the long term 50% of the vegetation will be present as ‘early’ 350 

successional. Therefore, in states where less than 50% of the vegetation is early successional, 351 

management actions were limited to one of the prescribed burning options to shift the reserve 352 

towards a state that attains the target. In contrast, when the current reserve state meets the 353 

management target the selected strategy is the one that maximizes the expected biodiversity 354 

value for the reserve. Due to the spatially implicit nature of the model the location of fires was 355 
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again assumed to be random. We assess the implications for species persistence of annual targets 356 

to prescribed burn between 0-5% of the reserve. 357 

Results 358 

The optimal strategy for three of the four objectives, over a 100-year period and when 359 

prioritising all species, was fight wildfires (Fig. 2). The threshold objective (Fig. 2a) was 360 

different from the other three, with burning late successional vegetation being optimal when 361 

~60% of the reserve was composed of late successional vegetation. Burning late successional 362 

vegetation was optimal in this case to allow development of the intermediate vegetation. 363 

However, the objectives that were continuously based did not strictly limit the required area of 364 

intermediate vegetation. Indeed, burning was never optimal because older vegetation was likely 365 

to burn eventually from wildfire, and the benefit of promoting younger vegetation was 366 

outweighed both by the uncertain prospect of it developing and by the loss of older vegetation 367 

that was particularly important for many species. When prioritising only reptiles the optimal 368 

solutions diverged considerably, revealing sensitivity to the choice of objective function. 369 

To investigate the optimal state of the system - regardless of ignition source, we modified 370 

the fire frequency distribution to simulate an average inter-fire interval of 200 yrs (10 times the 371 

average inter-fire interval from the MSNP data). Under such a low fire frequency the likelihood 372 

of wildfire burning the vegetation and promoting young and intermediate vegetation is highly 373 

uncertain, so lighting fires is the optimal management strategy when the reserve is dominated by 374 

late vegetation (Fig 3). However in the majority of states fighting fires is optimal under such a 375 

scenario due to the need to protect young vegetation because of its relative scarcity and enable 376 

the development of intermediate successional vegetation. Indicating that the optimal fire regime 377 
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for the species modelled is more frequent than a 200 yr interval but less frequent than currently 378 

occurs. 379 

Sensitivity of expected value of the reserve to objective function  380 

The expected value of the reserve (V) was sensitive to the objective. When prioritising all 381 

species, the solution of the threshold (BN) objective was most dissimilar to the continuous 382 

objectives (the arithmetic mean (AM), geometric mean (GM) and extinction risk index (ER)). 383 

This is due to BN classifying states as either strictly ‘desirable’ or ’undesirable’; therefore, states 384 

that fall within the limits of the area target (within the inner triangle) are allocated a value and 385 

states that do not meet the target are not (Fig. 2a). The optimal strategy is the one most likely to 386 

shift the reserve into a valued state. Thus under the BN objective it is optimal to prescribed burn 387 

when late successional vegetation predominates; the highest value states under the continuous 388 

objectives. For the continuous objectives, as the state of the system moves away from the most 389 

optimal state (darkest shading) the expected values decline steeply for the AM and more 390 

gradually for GM and ER objective functions. The gradual decline under the GM and ER 391 

objectives is a result of averaging on the log scale, thus reducing the influence of the more 392 

prevalent species.  393 

Sensitivity of the optimal fire management strategy to taxonomic focus 394 

For the two taxonomic subsets, results are only presented for the GM objective; results for the 395 

other objectives are in Appendices C & D. As birds attain maximum probability of occurrence in 396 

late successional vegetation, the optimal strategy over all states is to fight wildfires. Despite 397 

differences between the expected state values under the four objectives, the optimal strategies are 398 
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identical. Due to the recurrent risk of wildfire a fight fire strategy is the only way to maximize 399 

the likelihood of obtaining a reserve composed of entirely late successional vegetation (Fig. 3b & 400 

Appendix C, Fig. C1). However for reptiles, the optimal strategy was sensitive to choice of 401 

objective function. As reptile probability of occurrence is greatest in intermediate successional 402 

vegetation, the optimal strategy is to burn late successional vegetation when it dominates the 403 

reserve and to fight wildfires when early or intermediate successional vegetation predominates 404 

(Fig. 3c & Appendix D, Fig. D1). Yet the amount of prescribed burning considered optimal is 405 

contingent on the objective function. As the AM objective had very few states of high value, it 406 

was optimal to burn late successional vegetation when it comprised greater than 10% of the 407 

reserve. In contrast, it was only optimal to burn late successional vegetation when it comprised 408 

>30% of the reserve for BN, or >40% for GM and ER. 409 

Performance of the objective functions 410 

The value of each objective function was compared using the optimal strategies for all species 411 

and those for reptiles - as these strategies were the most divergent. When prioritising for all 412 

species, the AM, GM and ER objectives performed equally well under all strategies (i.e. percent 413 

reduction in value relative to that achieved if using the optimal strategy) (Appendix E, Fig. E1a, 414 

c & d). The BN objective despite performing equally well on average, varied up to 20% better 415 

and worse under strategies other than its’ own (Appendix E, Fig. E1b). When prioritising for 416 

reptiles, the BN strategy gave the best results for all objectives, the value of the GM and ER 417 

objectives was reduced on average only 2% and the AM 17% (Fig. 4b). The GM and ER 418 

strategies were very similar, with both objectives performing optimally under the other. Under 419 

these strategies the AM objective performed on average 26% worse and the BN objective 35% 420 
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worse (Fig. 4c & d). The strategy of the AM objective resulted in the greatest divergence 421 

between the objectives, with the GM and ER performing on average 20% worse, yet the BN 97% 422 

worse. 423 

Annual fuel reduction targets 424 

Implementing a fuel reduction target reduced the expected value of the reserve by minimizing 425 

time spent in the intermediate and late successional states. The optimal strategy reflects the 426 

policy constraint by recommending burning of intermediate or late successional vegetation for 427 

any state of the reserve with less than the target amount of early successional vegetation. For the 428 

majority of states where prescribed burning was recommended it was preferable to burn 429 

intermediate successional vegetation as opposed to late successional vegetation (Appendix F, 430 

Fig. F1). This is due to species preference for late successional vegetation and the length of time 431 

taken for early successional vegetation to transition to a late successional state. The influence of 432 

the fuel reduction burning policy upon the optimal strategy was similar for all objectives and so 433 

results are only presented for the ER objective. 434 

Assuming the ER objective is proportional to the extinction risk, a 3% target could 435 

increase the probability of extinction for the 22 species by 1.9% over the next 100 yrs. This is a 436 

relative increase in extinction risk when compared to the optimal management scenario (Fig. 5). 437 

Under a 3% scenario the relative change in the ER objective is almost equivalent to that resulting 438 

from a scenario where management takes a hands-off approach (no management). Burning <2% 439 

has a better outcome than undertaking no management. If a 5% target were implemented the 440 

probability of extinction could increase by 7% over the next 100 years.441 
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Discussion  442 

In fire prone environments, determining the management strategy most likely to achieve an 443 

overarching objective is complicated. Objectives may be specified in a number of ways, each 444 

capturing a different aspect of community structure. This work has demonstrated that the choice 445 

of biodiversity index used to define the management objective, in this instance the optimal age 446 

class structure of the vegetation, influences the best way to manage fires.  447 

Our results confirm the expectation that management decisions based on one group of 448 

species will not necessarily promote conditions suitable to preserve all species. This is consistent 449 

with other research that has found single-taxon prioritization to be inefficient and inadequate for 450 

protecting non-target species (Prendergast et al. 1993, Lindenmayer and Margules 2000). Thus, 451 

multi-taxon prioritization can offer a better outcome in community conservation planning. 452 

Although surrogate or partial measures of biodiversity must be used in the absence of complete 453 

knowledge (Margules and Pressey 2000) these must be carefully chosen. Our analyses included 454 

extensive data on birds, reptiles and small mammals, nonetheless including other taxa, such as 455 

plants and invertebrates, would further improve the applicability of the results.  456 

When all 22 species are modelled together, the predominant optimal management 457 

strategy is to fight wildfires, irrespective of the objective function. This result will not 458 

necessarily be applicable to other systems, although the methods definitely are. A strategy to 459 

fight wildfires may seem a surprising result for species that have evolved with fire. However, 460 

this strategy does not recommend the complete exclusion of fire from the environment, but aims 461 

to minimize the extent burnt by wildfire. This strategy is optimal for three reasons. The first is 462 

the overall preference of the modelled species for intermediate and late successional vegetation. 463 

If other species and taxa were included in the analysis (e.g. threatened species, invertebrates and 464 
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plants) then this may alter the result. However the strategy is congruent with what is known of 465 

the habitat requirements for threatened species such as the Mallee Emu-wren, Black-eared Miner 466 

and Malleefowl; species which are understood to require large areas of long unburnt vegetation 467 

for habitat (Brown et al. 2009). As the structure of the vegetation continues to develop 468 

throughout the length of our late successional class (35-100 yrs) (Haslem et al. 2011), fighting 469 

wildfires should enable significant stands of late successional vegetation to develop, thereby 470 

supporting species that respond to these continuing structural changes (Clarke 2008, Kelly et al. 471 

2011, Watson et al. 2012). It is also plausible that a strategy to minimize wildfire will be suitable 472 

for the plant community, as many species in the mallee exhibit great longevity (e.g. Callitris), 473 

coupled with an ability to resprout following fire (e.g. Eucalypts, Triodia) or are ephemeral with 474 

a persistent soil seedbank (Kenny 2012). However quantifying these traits and including them in 475 

the analysis would reduce uncertainty in the results.  476 

The second reason a fight wildfire strategy is optimal is due to the likelihood of recurrent 477 

wildfire altering the distribution of successional states. If wildfire was expected to occur much 478 

less frequently (e.g. average inter-fire interval of 200 yrs) then prescribed burning would be 479 

required as the optimal fire return interval for the species would be exceeded. This change of 480 

management strategy implies that in the current environment there is a risk of too much fire. The 481 

fire history data we used only dates back to the 1970s and so it is possible that by chance, this 482 

was a period of increased fire activity. Fire history records over a longer period may tell a 483 

different story. As decades elapse before intermediate and late successional vegetation recur the 484 

expected fire frequency is therefore a critical parameter for management to know when 485 

identifying management actions to optimize the state of the system for the benefit of the local 486 

species. 487 
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The third factor influencing the optimal strategy is related to the efficacy of fighting 488 

wildfires. In the study we assumed that fighting fires was most effective at minimizing small to 489 

medium sized fires, but had minimal effect on the moderating the size of large fires. If the 490 

assumed efficacy was sufficiently large to reduce the risk of late vegetation burning, or spatial 491 

interactions between areas of reduced fuels and wildfire movement had been explicitly accounted 492 

for, then prescribed burning in some system states might be desirable to help conserve the 493 

species. An assumption we made was that fire-fighting efficacy was unrelated to the successional 494 

state of the vegetation (e.g. the three successional vegetation classes have equal probability of 495 

burning) as it was shown by Richards et al. (1999) that the optimal management strategy was 496 

similar even when the successional states had varying probabilities of fire. Although not 497 

addressed in this study, prescribed burning is widely used as a wildfire mitigation tool (Keeley 498 

and Fotheringham 2001a). Such as the linear strip burns (approximately 14, 000 ha) 499 

implemented in the MSNP (Sandell et al 2006); the explicit aim being to minimize the risk of 500 

landscape-scale fires. A spatially explicit analysis would be useful to see how it impacts upon the 501 

results. 502 

Time-since-fire thresholds have been advocated for defining the habitat requirements of 503 

species and thus their conservation (Keith et al. 2001, Sandell et al 2006). The thresholds are 504 

used to calculate the proportion of area within the tolerable limits (desirable states) and then 505 

management is implemented to attain a reserve in this state. In this study, setting thresholds 506 

based on the minimum desirable proportions of the three successional states (the BN objective) 507 

did not accurately represent the species response to habitat. Despite the thresholds of the BN 508 

objective being based on acceptable (tolerable) ranges around the optimized geometric mean 509 

probability of species occurrences the objective is not sensitive to incremental changes. The three 510 
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continuous objective functions examined (AM, GM and ER) provide a more realistic measure of 511 

the expected habitat value of the reserve as they contain considerably more information on the 512 

relative value of each state for the community. This difference is equivalent to comparisons of 513 

continuous and discrete indices of habitat suitability (Williams and Araujo 2000).  514 

As the biodiversity indices upon which the objectives were based each uniquely 515 

summarise the component information, the expected state values and optimal fire management 516 

strategies differ. The change in management strategy can be seen most clearly for the reptile-517 

only prioritisation. As these species are most prevalent in intermediate successional vegetation 518 

the optimal fire management strategy is not obvious. For example, the number of states 519 

recommended for prescribed burning increased substantially under the AM versus the GM or ER 520 

objectives. The AM is highly influenced by common species (Buckland et al. 2005) and 521 

therefore shows a steeper decline in value away from the optimum, whereas the multiplicative 522 

scale of the GM and ER objectives weight proportional changes in species equally. The similar 523 

output from the latter two objectives is due to their common basis in the geometric mean; in this 524 

case study the GM and ER could be considered interchangeable; although they are slightly 525 

different when averaged over time.  526 

In evaluating objectives for conservation decision-making selection will depend on what 527 

aspect of biodiversity is of primary interest and the goals of management (Nicholson and 528 

Possingham 2006, Magurran and McGill 2011). If the management goal is to conserve all 529 

species, then an objective that is sensitive to the less common species, such as the GM or ER, 530 

may be most relevant. A benefit of the ER objective is that through correlation with the 531 

extinction risk, the index provides information on the likely future state of biodiversity 532 
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(McCarthy et al. 2014). Extinction risk is also an easily communicated and tangible concept with 533 

relevance to management (Williams and Araujo 2000). 534 

In the event that multiple objectives appear equally relevant, the strategy of the BN 535 

presents the most suitable option for the semi-arid mallee vertebrates. This is because under the 536 

BN strategy each objective exhibited the least reduction in value from its possible optimum (the 537 

state values obtained when following the optimal strategy for that objective) (Fig. 4b & 538 

Appendix E). This method of selecting a strategy, from a set of competing strategies, presents a 539 

trade-off between obtaining the best value, for the species modelled, under any single objective 540 

and identifying the strategy under which all objectives perform best. The GM and ER objectives 541 

were the least sensitive to the strategies of the other objectives. However as it is unlikely any 542 

single objective will be suitable for all situations we believe the choice of objective should be 543 

guided by the management question. The most robust strategy will nonetheless be one that 544 

promotes large areas of late successional vegetation, such as the GM or ER. This is not only 545 

because the species in the analysis prefer intermediate-late successional vegetation, but also 546 

because of the likelihood of wildfires changing the state of the reserve and because of the length 547 

of time, without fire, required for late vegetation to develop. Although early successional 548 

vegetation is necessary to provide a supply of intermediate successional vegetation, this is easily 549 

gained through wildfire or prescribed burning.    550 

Incorporating a fuel reduction policy into a decision-theoretic model can help predict 551 

potential impacts to the species modelled, and provides a means to discriminate between 552 

alternate policies in an explicit and transparent manner (Failing and Gregory 2003). The policy 553 

we simulated, to annually burn 5% of the public estate, was implemented in southeastern 554 

Australia as a response to devastating wildfires in 2009 that were associated with a significant 555 
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loss of human life. However, the policy was not evaluated for its impact on the ecosystems it 556 

would affect. By simulating a range of targets for fuel reduction, we identified resulting 557 

differences in risk associated with the alternate targets. Hence, our technique can help identify 558 

fuel reduction targets that present a better outcome for biodiversity conservation while also 559 

meeting fire management objectives. The finding that burning less than 2% of the reserve has a 560 

better outcome than undertaking no management indicates that a ‘hands-off’ approach to 561 

conservation is not the best strategy, and that trade-offs can be found when managing for risk 562 

mitigation and biodiversity persistence. As such, a blanket state-wide fuel reduction target may 563 

not be an appropriate policy initiative for the persistence of species in the mallee. As this work 564 

has shown, if a 5% annual fuel reduction target were implemented in the Triodia mallee, the 565 

landscape wide reduction in preferred habitat for the species modelled could increase their risk of 566 

extinction by an average of 7% over 100 years. Our formulation of the fuel reduction policy is 567 

more akin to a risk reduction strategy, as prescribed burns are only enforced when intermediate 568 

and late successional vegetation exceeds a predetermined level. This is a more conservative 569 

approach than annually burning regardless of the state of the reserve and results should be 570 

interpreted as such. When interpreting changes in extinction risk under the alternate scenarios, it 571 

is important to remember that the projected differences in risk assume species abundance 572 

depends predictably on the successional vegetation states over the modelled time frame. Thus, 573 

the projections do not account for other pressures (e.g. due to climate change) that may induce 574 

changes in abundances and which could alter the result. 575 

The best way to maintain a mosaic of successional vegetation by fire management that 576 

meets the needs of the resident community is typically subject to considerable uncertainty (Parr 577 

and Andersen 2006). Our research has demonstrated a novel extension to the Richards’ et al. 578 
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(1999) decision-support model by using empirical data on the resident species to identify the 579 

optimal vegetation age structure (mosaic) appropriate for the community and thus the fire 580 

management strategies most likely to retain this desired mosaic. These results will be sensitive to 581 

the definition and number of successional age classes used to describe system dynamics. In this 582 

study we used three age classes that are consistent with the understanding of vegetation change 583 

in the system (Haslem et al. 2011), are correlated with faunal distributions (Kelly et al. 2012, 584 

Nimmo et al. 2013, Taylor et al. 2012) and are able to be mapped throughout the reserve 585 

(Avitabile et al. 2013).  The age classes therefore reflect the requirements of the vertebrate 586 

species rather than varying fuel loadings. 587 

Additionally, the model of system dynamics does not account for differential patchiness, 588 

intensity and fuel removal between and within prescribed burns and wildfires. As wildfires and 589 

prescribed burns are likely to generate different patterns in vegetation and therefore faunal 590 

response, the recommended fire management actions are likely to be sensitive to this assumption 591 

of equivalence. Similarly the results will be sensitive to the way area is aggregated into 592 

homogenous patches, such as the 20 sites the reserve was apportioned into for this study. 593 

Surprisingly, given its integral role in fire planning, the influence of the specific objective 594 

on the optimal management strategy has received little attention. Although we focused on 595 

species’ responses to time since last fire, we do not to imply that other parts of the fire regime, 596 

such as severity and inter-fire interval, are not important; they could be included if relevant data 597 

were available. 598 

The objectives we formulated utilize data typically collected as part of a monitoring 599 

program, thereby providing a clear link with species presence and the management goal. The 600 

optimal management strategy to promote species persistence showed sensitivity to the objective 601 
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function and the species included in the analysis. This indicates that management objectives and 602 

the focal species must be specified carefully. By implementing a prescribed burning policy we 603 

demonstrate the applicability of this approach for improving conservation outcomes through a 604 

structured approach to management scenario planning. 605 
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E. Relative performance of the objective functions, through time, when adhering to the 763 

optimal strategy for each of the alternate objective functions. Data is for all 22 species 764 

combined. 765 

F. Optimal strategy and expected value of the reserve when constraining the solution to 766 

achieve a 3% annual fuel reduction target. 767 
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Table 1. Habitat preferences of the 22 vertebrate species in three vegetation successional age 769 

classes; Early 0-10 yrs, Intermediate 11-35 yrs, Late 36-110 yrs. Species are grouped by the age 770 

class in which they have the highest probability of occurrence. 771 

 772 

Age class 

(successional state) 
Birds Reptiles 

 

All species 

(birds, reptiles & 1 small mammal) 

Early (0-10 yrs) 1 4 5 

Intermediate (11-35 yrs) 3 4 7 

Late (35+ yrs) 6 3 10 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the state and transition model of system dynamics. System 773 

states are represented by circles (early, intermediate and late successional vegetation), solid 774 

arrows denote successional transitions between the vegetation states and dashed arrows denote 775 

transitions occurring with fire. 776 

 777 

Fig. 2. Optimal strategy and expected value of the reserve for the four objectives that aim to 778 

maximize the abundance of the 22 species throughout the reserve over a time frame of 100 years. 779 

The relative value of each state for biodiversity is represented by the grey scale; with 1 being the 780 

highest value. The objective functions are a) Binary: constrain to have 30% intermediate and 781 

40% late; b) maximize the arithmetic mean probability of species occurrence; c) maximisze the 782 

geometric mean probability of species occurrence; d) minimize extinction risk. The way in which 783 

each objective function combines the individual species requirements modifies the expected 784 

state-specific value of the reserve. The optimal strategy for each state of the reserve is denoted 785 

by a letter: L burn 20% late; l burn 10% late; fight wildfires has no letter. Taking no action and 786 

burning intermediate successional vegetation was never optimal in these cases. 787 

 788 

Fig. 3. Optimal strategy and expected value of the reserve under an average fire-interval of 200 789 

yrs. The four objectives aim to maximize the abundance of the 22 species throughout the reserve 790 

over a time frame of 100 years. The relative value of each state for biodiversity is represented by 791 

the grey scale; with 1 being the highest value. The objective functions are a) Binary: constrain to 792 

have 30% intermediate and 40% late; b) maximize the arithmetic mean probability of species 793 

occurrence; c) maximize the geometric mean probability of species occurrence; d) minimize 794 

extinction risk. The way in which each objective function combines the individual species 795 
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requirements modifies the expected state-specific value of the reserve. The optimal strategy for 796 

each state of the reserve is denoted by a letter: L burn 20% late; l burn 10% late; fight wildfires 797 

has no letter. Taking no action and burning intermediate successional vegetation was never 798 

optimal in these cases. 799 

 800 

Fig. 4. Results for the objective function based on the geometric mean comparing the optimal 801 

strategy and value of the reserve, over a 100 year period, when a) all 22 species are modelled, b) 802 

only birds are modelled, and c) only reptiles are modelled. The value of each state for 803 

biodiversity is represented by the grey scale; with 1 being the highest value. The optimal strategy 804 

for each state of the reserve is denoted by a letter: L burn 20% late; l burn 10% late; fight 805 

wildfires has no letter. Taking no action and burning intermediate successional vegetation was 806 

never optimal in these cases. 807 

 808 

Fig. 5. Relative performance of the objective functions, through time, when adhering to the 809 

optimal strategy for each of the alternate objective functions. Results are the average of 1000 810 

simulations for the 100-year period. The values are expressed as a percentage of the value it 811 

would be if the optimal strategy identified for that objective was followed. Strategies presented 812 

are the a) arithmetic mean (AM), b) binary (BN), c) geometric mean (GM) and d) extinction risk 813 

(ER) with the objectives denoted by the legend. Data is for the 11 reptile species. 814 

 815 

Fig. 6. Relative change in the index proportional to the probability of extinction (ER) for all 22 816 

species when constraining the optimal solution to account for different levels of annual 817 
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prescribed burning. The horizontal black line represents the optimal management scenario. Time 818 

frame is 100 years. Values are the arithmetic mean of all reserve states +/- standard deviation. 819 

 820 
  821 
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Fig. 1. 823 
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Fig. 2. 825 
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Fig. 3. 828 
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